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Overview

● A consumer view of LAVA to encourage 
potential users

● Showing the end-to-end value of LAVA 
features 

● Show how to leverage an existing external 
repository of tests

●Have material that is distributable as a VM to 
take away
 



Resources

VM image and configuration files download
http://people.linaro.org/~bill.fletcher/SFO15-
TR8_Getting_Started_With_LAVA_supporting_material/

Setting up your own LAVA VM - tutorial
https://youtu.be/0FlfRMxwC00

http://people.linaro.org/~bill.fletcher/SFO15-TR8_Getting_Started_With_LAVA_supporting_material/
http://people.linaro.org/~bill.fletcher/SFO15-TR8_Getting_Started_With_LAVA_supporting_material/
http://people.linaro.org/~bill.fletcher/SFO15-TR8_Getting_Started_With_LAVA_supporting_material/
https://youtu.be/0FlfRMxwC00
https://youtu.be/0FlfRMxwC00


● … the Linaro Automated Validation Architecture (LAVA wiki 
link)

● … an automation system for deploying kernel,dtb and rootfs onto 
physical and virtual hardware for running tests. 

● … a collection of participating components
● … evolving - a new version of the LAVA Dispatcher is in 

development
Beyond simple validation cases, LAVA permits scalable automated 
validation. LAVA tests the kernel on all supported boards every day. 
In a development environment, LAVA can be expected to be part of a 
much bigger development flow for "Commit -> Build -> Test" 

LAVA is ...

https://wiki.linaro.org/LAVA
https://wiki.linaro.org/LAVA


General Advice

LAVA contains a lot of implicit smart features 
that will often surprise you (in a good way) but 
can sometimes be puzzling in trying to 
understand that more might be going on than 
you expect.



YAML test 
definition

Basic Elements of LAVA
LAVA Dispatcher

● Executes the test job
● Contains target platform 

configuration files
● Locally intelligent and tries to 'do 

the right thing'
● Manages communication to the 

target device
● Collects and evaluates the job 

results

LAVA Server
● Handles job submission& scheduling
● Handles instances of target platforms
● Invokes the dispatcher
● Consolidates the results into bundle 

stream

Device 
configuration
.conf

JSON job 
definition

Dashboard/Admin
● Accepts jobs, shows device status, 

job queues etc
● Manages object creation and 

permissions
● Reports results

Target 
Device

Pre-parsed 
results

scheduling

single instance



LAVA Dispatcher 

Advanced Scaled LAVA Installation 

Platform 
configuration

LAVA Dispatcher 

Platform 
configuration

LAVA Dispatcher 

Multiple remote workers

Target 
Devices

Target 
Devices

Target 
Devices

Remote 
Lava 
Server 

Remote 
Lava 
Server 

Remote 
Lava 
Server 

LAVA Server
● Handles job submission & scheduling
● Handles instances of target platforms
● Invokes the dispatcher
● Consolidates the results into bundle 

stream

JSON job 
definition

Dashboard/Admin
● Accepts jobs, shows device status, 

job queues etc
● Manages object creation and 

permissions
● Reports results

Pre-parsed 
results

JSON job 
definition

Pre-parsed 
results

JSON job 
definition

Pre-parsed 
results

Target 
Devices

Target 
Devices

Target 
Devices

External git 
repository of 
test definitions

Package
repositories
resolving 
dependences

board 
farm



● LAVA is a Debian package
● Supported versions (more info here):

○ Debian: Sid, Stretch, Jessie
○ Ubuntu: 15.04, 14.10, 14.04

● apt-get install lava
○ Everything you need for a single instance

● Installs latest packaged release
● Find it under /usr/lib/python

Getting Started - Installing

https://validation.linaro.org/static/docs/installing_on_debian.html?highlight=debian#debian-based-distributions


1. Finish configuring the installation
2. Configure a test device
3. Acquire a bootable test image
4. Write a basic test job definition
5. Submit a test job

Now what? 5 steps to your first test job



Finish configuring the 
installation



Configuring the Installation (VM assumed)

● Set up the local LAVA dashboard web server
● Add a second network interface to the VM
● Create a local admin account for LAVA 

(‘default’)

Extra admin features like creating access tokens and creating bundle streams 
are not necessary for a local instance running a basic boot test.



Configure a test device



LAVA Target Device Configuration
● Good news! There are many pre-configured target 

devices in LAVA
● You can find the conf files under /usr/lib/python2.7/dist-

packages/lava_dispatcher/default-config/lava-
dispatcher/device-types

● Use these as a starting point for customising an existing 
device or as a guide to write your own

● What are the minimum target device requirements
○A console visible to LAVA 
○Some repeatable way to communicate a boot image, 
○Re-boot under software control (e.g. remote power cycle)



client_type=qemu

qemu_binary = qemu-system-aarch64
qemu_machine_type = -M virt -cpu cortex-a57
qemu_networking_options = -device virtio-net-device,vlan=0,id=net0 -net user,vlan=0,name=hostnet0
qemu_disk_options = -device virtio-blk-device,drive=image -drive if=none,id=image,file={DISK_IMAGE}

qemu_options = %(qemu_machine_type)s %(qemu_networking_options)s %(qemu_disk_options)s -show-cursor 
-no-reboot -nographic -m 1024

boot_cmds = root=/dev/vda rw rootwait console=ttyAMA0,115200 console=tty ip=dhcp mem=1024M 
console=ttyS0

boot_options =
    boot_cmds

[boot_cmds]
default = boot_cmds

LAVA device configuration file: qemu-aarch64.conf
(Location: /usr/lib/python2.7/dist-packages/lava_dispatcher/default-config/lava-dispatcher/device-types)



Dashboard showing a single qemu-aarch64 device



Acquire a bootable test image
(not “how to build a kernel or rootfs”)



● E.g. qemu can also boot from raw images not 
mountable by mount

● LAVA dispatcher expects standard formats. It wants to 
mount (via loopback) and probe images using parted. 
Partition usage is hardwired into platform config files.

● For the demo, I created single mountable partition in 
ext4, understandable by both virtio in qemu and also the 
LAVA Dispatcher

● I modified LAVA’s qemu-aarch64 device config to 
expect this format 

A Note on Image Format (qemu target)



Write a basic test job definition in 
json



Elements of a Job Definition File

● A job definition file is a list of actions to be carried out 
on a target device

● It has a header that identifies the job name, some 
global parameters, the device type and specific target

● A minimal test has actions to deploy an image and 
then boot it successfully

● A more typical test would go on to run a test definition 
in a test shell and submit results to the server



{
   "timeout": 180,
   "job_name": "qemu-aarch64-kernel-boot",
   "device_type": "qemu-aarch64",
   "target": "qemu-aarch64-001",
   "logging_level": "DEBUG",
   "actions": [
     {
         "command": "deploy_linaro_kernel",
         "parameters": {
             "kernel": "file:///home/jessie/images/Image",
             "login_prompt": "qemu-aarch64-001 login:",
             "rootfs": "file:///home/jessie/images/ubuntu-core-14.04-core-arm64.img",
             "username": "root",
             "password_prompt": "Password:",
             "password": "root"
         }
     },
     {
         "command": "boot_linaro_image",
         "parameters": {
             "test_image_prompt": "root@localhost:~#"
         }
     }
   ]
 }

Job file: boot_test.json
Identification 
Header

Actions (2)

- deploy kernel

- boot image



Submit the test job



Screenshots: pasting the JSON job file



Screenshots: job completion



What just happened?



See the logfile:
The boot test passed! Clicking on the job ID # shows the log:

Note from the log that the following are implicit in the dispatcher actions:

deploy_linaro_kernel covers mounting, probing, and customising the images if 
needed. It then downloads/transfers the images as required

boot_linaro_image invokes qemu using the device configuration file
It waits for the log in prompt and provides username and password
It then probes the filesystem, free space, network

 



Adding a test definition



Adding a test definition
A boot test is useful, but we need to be able to execute test 
cases, parse the output and reach verdicts on whether the 
tests passed or failed. For this we need to:
 
● Create a Bundle Stream on the Lava Server to receive 

the results
● Write a .yaml test description file
●Extend the .json job file to add lava_test_shell and 
submit_results actions



● The collection of results from any one 
submitted job is termed a Result 
Bundle. Result Bundles are uploaded to 
the server at the end of the test run into 
a Bundle Stream which is a way of 
organising related results bundles.  

● A bundle Stream can be created using 
the admin interface of the Lava Server 
web front end (left)

● The Bundle Stream is referenced in the 
submit_results action of the job file

Adding a Bundle Stream



Elements of a Test Definition
A test definition file is a list of test steps to be carried out on 
a target device. It can be referenced directly using “url:” in 
the Job Description file.
● A test definition has metadata: describing the format, 

name, description and version number
● Test steps are listed one per line under the run: section
● Additional features can include: 

○resolving package dependencies on the target
○Specifying custom parsing for the test output



(yaml - human-readable data markup language)
metadata:

    format: Lava-Test Test Definition 1.0

    name: arch-test

    description: "Minimal confirmation platform test after boot"

    version: "1.0"

run:

    steps:

       - "lava-test-case test001: --shell cat /proc/cpuinfo"

● Note that this file resides on the LAVA host, not on the target
● The test definition name is ‘arch-test’
● It contains a single test step which evaluates the exit code from 

the shell command cat /proc/cpuinfo
● The file is compiled to a shell script and downloaded to the 

target

Example test definition file - cpu.yaml



(add within the Actions [] section)
{
   "command": "lava_test_shell",
   "parameters": {
       "testdef_repos": [
           {
              "url": "file:///home/jessie/tests/cpu.yaml"
           }
       ],
      "timeout": 1800
    }
},
{
      "command": "submit_results",
      "parameters": {
          "server": "http://default@192.168.56.2/RPC2/",
          "stream": "/public/personal/default/deftest/"
      }
}

Job file extended ... 
(additional) actions

- invoke lava_test_shell

- submit_results



1. Ensure that the cpu.yaml file present on the machine 
hosting the lava dispatcher under the path in the 
lava_test_shell section of the Job definition file

2. Ensure that the Bundle Stream exists as referenced in 
the submit_results section of the Job definition file

3. Paste the json Job description into the web interface
4. Verify the json syntax
5. Submit the job

Putting it all together



What just happened? In the Bundle Stream:

● The test described in arch-test passed! 
● Clicking on the Test Run name shows more detail of the results

 



The yaml-based test definition is not intended for complex 
test definitions. Complex test steps can be referenced from 
any scripting environment supported by the target.
The testdef_repos parameter within the Job file hints at 
the facility LAVA offers to manage a collection of test script 
files
The LAVA Dispatcher can pre-load into the target a 
directory structure of test scripts from any git repository 
defined in the lava_test_shell structure

Leveraging existing tests



(replace previous lava_test_shell command)

...
"command": "lava_test_shell",
            "parameters": {
                "testdef_repos": [
                    {
                        "git-repo": "git://git.linaro.org/qa/test-definitions.git",
                        "testdef": "openembedded/kernel-version.yaml"
                    }
                ],
                "timeout": 1800
            }

kernel-version.yaml in the QA test definitions git repo references a bash script file 
kernel-version.sh, also in the git repo. Lava ensures that both the testdef yaml file and 
the scripts in the repo are replicated on the target. 

The final test job file



What just happened? In the Bundle Stream:

● The test described in kernel-version passed!
● Clicking on the Test Run name shows more detail of the results

 



●Hopefully this encouraged you to try LAVA - 
beginning with a simple aarch64 qemu target device
●You can follow the steps for installation or try the 
pre-configured virtual machine
●A simple boot test can be set up in just 5 steps 
●With a few more steps you gain the ability to 
leverage existing test scripts from an external git 
repository
●Finally, LAVA is as scalable as you need it to be

Wrap Up



Q&A?



More about Linaro: www.linaro.org/about/
Linaro members: www.linaro.org/members

http://www.linaro.org/about/
http://www.linaro.org/members

